
THE HUNGARIAN VIZSLA CLUB 7th OCTOBER 2012 

It was an honour to be asked to judge at the club show & I very much enjoyed my time spent going over 

a sizable entry.  I do however feel that the breed is loosing some of it’s breed points which does make it 

an Hungarian Vizsla.  I was a little disappointed to find that presentation i.e .clean dogs & teeth & short 

nails were in the minority & that handling could have been a little more professional. 

DOGS 

Minor Puppy 1 (1ab) 

Puppy 2 (1ab) 

1.Parr/Sutton’s PARCROFT HOT TODDY, good body mass on correct size frame. He has good rear angles 

which he used well on the move. Handled & presented well .BPIS 

Junior 4 (1ab) 

1. Harper’s PITSWARREN RAFAEL, he was very stiff in his body & unable to relax into his frame.  He 

moved well in profile. 

2. Beckinsale’s TIBOR GECSEK, handler & dog need to practice more together & in doing so will 

produce the outline & movement needed. 

3. Chipper’s ZAVIS OLYMPUS 

Yearling 3 

1. Evans’ TRAGUS STAR CHASER, a little on the leggy side for me & I would have liked a little more 

body mass. Good tail set which was held well on the move. 

2. Beckinsale’s TIBOR GECSEK 

3. Goodchild’s REGALEEROSSO EMERALD STAR 

Post Graduate 9 (1ab) 

1. Brassington’s BIBBSWORTH LENO TO LODGEHOUSE, reasonable lay of shoulder & return of 

upper arm & good depth to chest together with well balanced  width of 1st & 2nd thigh won him 

this class 

2. Obradovic’s AFANLEIGH OSWALD, moved well to & fro & in profile. I would have liked to have 

seen a better spring of rib. 

3. Smith/McCathie DAXPACK JOHNNY CASH 

 



Limit 6 

1. Connelly/Bailiff’s KENAZORORA KAETANO, good head & expression, correct strength of bone to 

body mass, well balanced angles both fore & aft, good balance between 1st & 2nd thigh.  Good 

straight front. 

2. Northwood’s HOOKSIDE GABOR, a bigger frame than winner but has a lovely crest to neck which 

gave him a distinguished appearance. 

3. Sutton’s NESZMELY YALUMBA WITH BENZALI 

Open 9 (1ab) 

1. Digby’s SH CH RUSSETMANTLE GARCIA AT ALSZIV, very balanced in angles both fore & aft with 

spring of rib & depth of chest.  Good strength to loin & pleasing muscle tone, not overdone in 

any way.  Presented a distinguished & elegant picture when moving in profile & I was delighted 

to award him CC & BIS 

2. Layton/Howard’s LAYWAYS STRATHROSS, a very easy mover in profile who used his angles to 

best advantage. One of the few with ‘prominent breast bone’ as asked for in breed standard. 

RCC 

3. Harper’s SH CH PITSWARREN PLANET JW SHCM 

Veteran 5 

1. Moss’ CH MORDAX MEDOC BY ARANY, a well put together male who stood on fab feet, in great 

condition & muscle tone, lovely topline when stood & moving in profile. 

2. White’s RUSSETMANTLE IDAHO OF ARUNSZVAR, a little longer cast in body than winner, but in 

good condition & skin. 

3. Da Silva’s BOURNEHOUSE CHRISTMAS WINE 

Field Trial 5 

1. Moss’ CH MORDAX MEDOC BY ARANY, 

2. Mc Donald’s CH BITCON GOLD COAST AT NORTHEY JW,  matching 1st for angles with pleasing lay 

of shoulder but not the feet of winner.  

3. White’s RUSSETMANTLE IDAHO OF ARUNSZVAR 

 

 

 



BITCHES 

Minor Puppy 4 

1. Jones’ BARLEYDUST ADELE, pleasing head neck & ear, good legs & bone strength. Moved 

soundly to & fro held topline well in profile. Handler & puppy need to get their act together and 

have more practice. 

2. Warnes’ DEBIAN DREAMS OF SUMMER, although a little bum high when stood she had a 

stronger rear than 3rd which she used to advantage when moving to & fro. 

3. Wilks’ NICAEL EMBER 

Puppy 6 

1. Wilks’ NICAEL FLORA, correct body shape with enough muscle tone for age. Held herself well 

when moving in profile. BPB 

2. Layton’s LAYWAYS RED SKY, similar to her sire (RCC winner) with lovely head & pleasing 

expression. Moved soundly behind. 

3. Warnes’ DEBIAN DISTURBANCE 

Junior 13 (2ab) 

1. Barwick’s SALVACHE HIDDEN GLORY TO BEQUERELLE, pleasing head & neck into well laid 

shoulder & good return of upper arm. Pleasing depth of chest & good underline. Moved with 

soundness & elegance. RCC 

2. Allen’s GINGIBRE HEAD OVER HEALS, well angulated but bigger all through making her appear a 

little masculine. 

3.  Parrott’s DAXPACK DAISY DUKE 

Yearling 9 (1ab) 

1. Barwick’s SALVACHE HIDDEN GLORY TO BEQUERELLE 

2. Allen’s GINGIBRE HEAD OVER HEALS 

3. Mc Donald’s CRIMSAKE AT THE KERRY AT NORTHEY 



Post Graduate 12 (1ab) 

1. Moss’ NICAEL TEAL NEE ARANY, pleasing body shape with matching angles both fore & aft.  

Good hard muscle which she used to drive around the ring. Standing on good feet. 

2. Yarnley’s ALSZIV WILD CHERRY, another with good body shape & tuck up, liked her rear angles & 

muscle tone. 

3. Woodcock’s GLENGAMNA FERN 

Limit 11 

1. Harris’ SZAJANI SIPOS JW this bitch has matured into an excellent example of the breed for type.  

She is full of quality but not exaggerated. Delighted to award her CC & RBIS 

2. West’s JUNETTA CELINA, another bitch full of quality with good muscle tone & correct angles.  

She held herself well in profile. 

3. Smith’s ZAVIS MIAMI 

Open 8 (2ab) 

1. Harper’s SH CH PITSWARREN DENIM GENES JW, beautifully presented & shown she is very 

feminine with lovely fore angles & depth of chest.  Good crest to neck and nicely sprung ribs 

helped to make a complete picture. 

2. Upton /Erskine’s SH CH TRAGUS BRIGHT STAR, another bitch of quality who showed her socks 

off. 

3. Barnard’s SH CH RUSSETMANTLE GEORGETTE 

Veteran 6 (2ab) 

1. Hudson’s SH CH RIVELLSPARKE GOLDEN GLORY, what a delight to go over, she has not lost the 

ability to move soundly or present a stunning topline when moving in profile. BVIS 

2. Harris’ SZAJANI KOMIKA, equally as sound as 1st & similarly constructed. 

3. Sutton’s BENZALI SOLITAIRE AT NESZMELY 

Field Trial 3 

1. Harris’ SZAJANI SIPOS JW 

2. Barnard’s DAXPACK THORN BIRD, a very sound mover, she was more heavily constructed at the 

front than 1st. 

3. Harris’ SZAJANI KOMIKA 



BRACE  

1. White’s were very similar in construction & type  

2. McDonald  

3. Goodchild 

PROGENY  

1. White’s a very consistent type. 2 

2. . Bournett 

 

JUDGE EDITHA NEWTON 

 

 

 


